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Abstract—In Recommender systems, data representation tech-
niques play a great role as they have the power to entangle, hide
and reveal explanatory factors embedded within datasets. Hence,
they influence the quality of recommendations. Specifically, in
Visual Art (VA) recommendations the complexity of the concepts
embodied within paintings, makes the task of capturing semantics
by machines far from trivial. In VA recommendation, prominent
works commonly use manually curated metadata to drive rec-
ommendations. Recent works in this domain aim at leveraging
visual features extracted using Deep Neural Networks (DNN).
However, such data representation approaches are resource
demanding and do not have a direct interpretation, hindering user
acceptance. To address these limitations, this work introduces
an approach for Personalised Recommendation of Visual arts
based on learning latent semantic representation of paintings.
Specifically, we trained a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model
on textual descriptions of paintings. Our LDA model manages to
successfully uncover non-obvious semantic relationships between
paintings whilst being able to offer explainable recommendations.
Experimental evaluations demonstrate that our method performs
better than other approaches based on the use of visual features
extracted using pre-trained Deep Neural Networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Paintings are important pieces in visual art that bring
together complex elements such as drawings, gestures, narra-
tion, composition, abstraction, ...etc[2]. These elements carry
deeper semantics beyond their usual categorizations (i.e. time
period, material, size, color, ...etc.) Paintings are also per-
ceived differently by people as they trigger different emotional
and cognitive reflections depending on the background and
personality of a person [2]. Personalised recommendation of
visual arts often suggest similar contents to those users have
already seen or previously indicated that they liked. On the
contrary, a recent work proposed by [17] presents an Anti-
Recommendation approach called ”Art I don’t like”. This
anti-recommender exposes users to a variety of content and
suggests artworks that are dissimilar to the ones users selected
aiming to allow serendipity and exploration. In comparison to
other areas such as movie and music recommendation, Visual
art has received little attention [14]. Nevertheless, the huge po-
tential and benefit of personalised recommendations of visual
arts has been seen in the works of [14], [15] [16]and [18].
Similarities and relationships among paintings can normally
be inferred based on common high level features such as
colour, material, style, artist...etc. However, such features are
not expressive enough as they can not fully capture abstract
concepts that are latent/hidden in the paintings. In order to
capture non-obvious contexts by a machine, effective data
representation is very crucial [3]. In general prominent works

in visual art recommendation rely on ratings and manually
curated metadata (i.e. color, style, mood,...etc) in order to drive
recommendations. Recently works such as [1] started to use
latent visual features extracted using deep neural networks
(DNN) and also use pre-trained models for making visual
art recommendations. According to results reported by [14]
DNN-based visual features perform better than manually cu-
rated metadata. However, these latent visual features do not
have a direct interpretation and can not be used to explain
recommendations [20]. Hence they hinder user acceptance.

In this work we propose a personalised VA recommenda-
tion strategy by learning latent semantic representations. In
particular we adopt a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based
representation learning approach [4]. LDA is a topic analysis
model that is known to be successful in the domain of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) for uncovering hidden semantic
relationships among documents. In this approach paintings
are represented by documents containing their detailed textual
descriptions. Our LDA model is trained on 2368 paining col-
lections from the National Gallery, London and employed for a
personalised recommendation task. The objective of this work
is two fold. Primarily it introduces a strategy of leveraging tex-
tual data for visual art work recommendations. Consequentlyy
it offers a method for driving explainable recommendations
since the latent topics uncovered though LDA are directly
interpretable. The rest of this paper is organised as follows
Section II covers a brief literature review. Section III presents
the problem formulation. Section IV illustrates the proposed
solution introducing the LDA training and recommendation
strategy. Section V presents experimental evaluation of the
proposed approach and a comparative analysis against visual
feature based recommendations extracted using Deep Neural
Networks. Finally Section V presents a concluding discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

The earliest works in Information Retrieval (IR) and Nat-
ural language processing (NLP) have been using vector space
models to represent documents as a vector of key words [3].
However, such representations offered very limited reduction
of description length and had a limited ability to capture
inter/intera-document structures. To this end further techniques
have been developed to tackle the curse of dimensionality by
capturing hidden semantic structures in document modeling.
In 2003 an unsupervised generative probabilistic model called
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was probpsed [4]. LDA
demonstrated superiority overseveral other proposed models.
Following this Latent variable models became widely accepted



Fig. 1. Latent Dirichlet Allocation plate diagram

strategies to make inference about hidden semantic relationship
between variables. Particularly in Recommendation systems
LDA has been applied on several tasks such as Online Courses
Recommendation [20], personalized hashtag recommendation
[21], Scientific Paper Recommendation [22], Similar TV User
Grouping and TV Program Recommendation [23]. LDA has
been proven to be successful over several recommendation
tasks. Hence, in this work we propose a strategy to leverage
LDA in the domain of Visual Art recommendation.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let P = {p1, p2, ..., pm} be the set of paintings in a
museum, D = {d1, d2, ..., dm} be the set of documents
containing textual descriptions of the paintings in P and
Pu = {pu1 , pu2 , ..., pun} be the set of paintings a user u has
rated where Pu ∈ P . Wu = {wu

1 , w
u
2 , ..., w

u
n} are the weights

representing the preference of u for the paintings in Pu. The
task of personalised painting recommendation is to recommend
a ranked list of paintings based on what paintings the user have
liked or rated. However, considering the realistic scenario in
a museum, access to user preferences is usually very limited.
Hence, providing a personalised recommendation service in
such settings needs to rely on content based approaches that
can work well under limited preference information. In this
work we propose a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model,
to build a content based personalised painting recommendation
system. Our trained LDA model is capable of uncovering
hidden semantic structures in the paintings to derive explain-
able recommendations. The LDA training and recommendation
strategy is discussed in the next section.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. LDA Model

Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised gen-
erative probabilistic model for collections of text corpora
proposed by [4]. The intution behind LDA is that documents
are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where
each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. Many
works have shown that LDA is capable of capturing latent
semantic information from a collection of documents. Particu-
larly it can identify similar documents by uncovering abstract
topics that occur in a collection of documents.[5][6][7][8]. Our
pating recommender system is built by creating a document
description for each painting in the collection and training
an LDA model on the corpus that can uncover semantic
structures hidden in the paintings. This refers to everything
that is not known a priori and hidden in the paintings. Then
the trained LDA model can be queried to recommend most
similar paintings for paintings a user have liked.

Fig. 2. The intuition behind Painting LDA model

The intuition used in LDA is that each document can be
seen as a combination of multiple topics. If we take paintings
as an example, paintings can be described as a mixture of
several concepts such as religion, nudity, portrait,... etc. In
LDA each document is characterized by a predefined set of
latent topics. In essence, each document is a distribution of
topics and each topic is a distribution of words. This means
each word in each document comes from a topic and the
topic is selected from a per-document distribution over topics.
Prominent words in each latent topic explain the nature of the
topic and prominent latent topics related to each document ex-
plain the nature of the document (i.e. paintings). For instance,
let us assume that latent topics are ”religion”, ”still life”, and
”landscape”. A painting may have the following distribution
over the topics : 70% ”religion”, 10% ”still life” and 20%
”landscape”. Moreover, each topic has a distribution over the
words in the vocabulary. For topic ”religion”, the probability of
the word ”Saint” would be higher than in the topic ”landscape”.
The LDA model is represented as a probabilistic graphical
model in Figure 1. α is the per-document topic distribution,
β is the per-topic word distribution, θ is the topic distribution
for a document d, ϕ is the word distribution for the topic
K and z the topic for the nth word in the document d and
finally, W is a word. In LDA, each topic is a Multinomial
distribution over the vocabulary in the collection of documents.
To represent a topic, only the top-n words are considered based
on their probability. The procedure of building LDA model for
a collection of paintings is explained as follows:

• Pre-processing: we construct a collection of docu-
ments that contain detailed textual description of the
paintings.

• Initialization:
1) We assume there is a defined number of topics

k in the collection of documents
2) Attribute a topic to each word W in the

collection of documents where θi ∼ Dir(α)
with i ∈ {1, ...,M} and Dir(α) is a Dirichlet
distribution. This initializes a topic model

• Learning:
1) We assume that the topic assigned to a word



Fig. 3. Topic modeling with LDA

W is wrong but that all the others are correct
which consists in computing the conditional
probabilities p(topic t | document d) (prob-
ability that the document d is assigned to the
topic t) and p(word w | topic t) (probability
that the topic t is assigned to the word w)

2) We update the topic of the document
which is now the topic that has the
highest probability to be assigned to this
document (p(topic t | document d) ·
p(word w | topic t))

Assigning the right number of topics as well as the hy-
perparameters however is not a trivial task. In literature Gibbs
sampling algorithm is widely used to estimate parameters of
LDA [9][10][11]. In our implementation we used an (opti-
mized version of) collapsed gibbs sampling from MALLET
[12]. We refer the reader to the detailed discussion about LDA
formulation in [4] and [5]. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate the intuition
behind our Painting LDA model construction procedure. As
it is illustrated in the figures a collection of documents is
used as an input to the LDA algorithm. LDA creates k topics
that can be seen as clusters of words. Each document of the
collection is represented as a distribution of the topics which
are themselves, distributions of words.

B. Personalised Paining Recommendation

Once the LDA model is trained over the entire corpus we
get a matrix of documents by topics which expresses latent
topic distribution of each painting. From this we can generate
an MxM similarity matrix for all the paintings in the dataset.
In our study user preferences towards paintings are modeled
by a normalized weight transformed from a 5 star user ratings.
(i.e. we assign a weight wu

i ∈ [0, 1] for every painting pui a user
has rated). The task of personalised Painting recommendation
is to recommend most similar paintings to a user based on few
of the paintings a user has rated. This is done by expanding
user preferences towards unseen paintings and predicting a
similarity score for the paintings in the detest. The predicted
score S(pi, u) for a painting pi in the dataset, according to
the preferences of user u is calculated based on the weighted
average similarity score (distance) from all other paintings that

Fig. 4. Painting Scoring Strategy

have been rated by the active user given by:

S(pi, u) =
1

N

N∑
j=1

wj ∗ d(pi, pj) (1)

where d(pi, pj) is the similarity between painting pi and pj , pj
∈ pu according to the LDA similarity matrix. The summation
is taken over all user rated paintings. This scoring strategy is
illustrated on Figure 4. Once the scoring procedure is complete
the paintings are sorted in a descending order and the first K
paintings are selected to generate a recommendation list. Our
LDA based personalised painting recommendation procedure
is sketched in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The LDA-BASED PERSONALISED PAINTING
RECOMMENDER algorithm; R = {p1,... pk} is a set of top
k recommendations.

1: procedure LDA-BASED PERSOANLISED PAINTING REC-
OMMENDER(D,P, Pu,WuR, S(p, u))

2: ; Initialization
3: ; repreat
4: for d1, . . . , dm do
5: Train LDA model
6: for p1, . . . , pm do
7: Compute Cosine distance
8: end for
9: end for

10: R ← ∅
11: ; repreat
12: for p1, . . . , pm do
13: S(pi, u)← COMPUTE( 1

N

∑N
j=1 wj ∗ d(pi, pj))

14: end for
15: Sort P← DESCENDING(S(pi, u))
16: return {p1,... pk} ← SELECT TOP K(R)
17: end procedure

V. EXPERIMENT & DISCUSSION

This section presents the experiments and discussions ad-
dressing the obtained results. First, we briefly describe the
dataset. subsequently, we introduce the metric used to evaluate
the proposed topic model. Then, we present an analysis regard-
ing the capability of our approach in terms of explainability.
Finally, we describe our method to assess the quality of our
approach in the context of a recommendation task.



A. Dataset

In this study we used a dataset containing 2368 paint-
ings from the National Galary of London. Each painting is
represented by a set of attributes which are summarized in
Table I. For our approach we specifically focus on painting
description attribute. These descriptions are provided by mu-
seum experts and carry complementary information about the
paintings such as stories and narratives that can be exploited to
capture the semantic of a painting. These descriptions provide
concise information about each painting. For the task of topic
modeling using LDA, we decided to enrich the descriptions
dataset D by concatenating the paintings descriptions with
keyword attributes such as the artist name, the painting title,
the technique used, the publication date, the format (landscape,
portrait) and the size (small, medium, ...) and also additional
information from other sources to better train the model. Hence
we generated a second dataset DE enriched with additional
textual descriptions and stories related to the paintings, col-
lected from various sources such as Wikipedia and books. To
avoid ”Garbage in, garbage out” we performed textual pre-
processing on both datasets (i.e. removal of punctuation, stop
words, bi-grams, Lemmatization) as they do not add any value
to the topic models.

Attributes Description
artist name Artist name
painting title Painting title
painting id Painting identifier
painting description Description
publishing date Publication date
format (Landscape, Portrait)
size (Small, Medium, Large)
technique (Oil, tempera, ...)

TABLE I. ATTRIBUTES & DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PAINTINGS DATASET

B. Model Evaluation

In topic modeling, Topic Coherence is a commonly used
technique to evaluate topic models. It is defined as the sum
of pairwise similarity scores on the words w1, ..., wn used to
describe the topic, usually the top n words by frequency p(w|t)
[5], [13].

Coherence =
∑
i<j

Score(wi, wj) (2)

Ideally, a good model should generate coherent topics. (i.e
the higher the coherence score the better the topic model is
[13]). In order to identify the optimal number of topics as well
as which data set D or DE generates the best topic model,
our implementation resorted the topic coherence pipeline from
gensim library CoherenceModel. Figure 5 shows the evolution
of the topic coherence as a function of the number of topics for
each of the two dataset. From the analysis presented in figure
5 we can make two observations. Firstly, the data set DE
(orange) generally gives slightly better topic coherence score
and thus, a better topic model. Secondly, we can observe that
with 10 topics we obtained a topic coherence of approximately
0.46 for the data set DE which is the best score for this
window. Having too many topics requires more resources as
well as time for a result that is not significantly better. Thus,
we decided to limit the number of topics to 10 and choose to
work with the dataset DE since DE provides slightly better
results than D. We believe that it is due to the fact that the

Fig. 5. Comparative topic coherence analysis of the two data sets

Fig. 6. Inter-topic Distance Map in a 2-dimensional space of 10 topics

dataset DE contains more information than D. Moreover,
what is it worth noticing that a mixture of keywords and
paintings descriptions seems to generate a better topic model
than paintings descriptions used alone.
In addition to the evaluation of the topic coherence, we visu-
alize the topics by using a visualization tool called pyLDAvis.
In figure 6, we see each topic represented by a circle annotated
with a digit from 0 to 9. The size of the circle represents the
prevalence of a topic, i.e, the popularity of a topic among the
paintings. The distance represent the similarity between topics.
In fact it is an approximation to the original topic similarity
because we are using a 2-dimensional scatter plot to best
represent the spatial distribution of the topics. The objective
here is to have topics that are overlapping as little as possible.
With 10 topics, we can observe that the topics are evenly
popular while being sufficiently distinct from each other. This
means that the topics are sufficiently different which is what
it is intended.

C. Explainability

In figure 7.a and 7.b we present two paintings1. The
painting in 7.b) is the most similar painting to the painting
7.a) based on our LDA topic model. We observe in figure 7.c
and 7.d that their topic distribution is very similar and one
particular topic stands out: topic 8. The fact that this topic
stands out from the others for these paintings implies that the
words found in this topic are more likely to be found in the
paintings descriptions than the words from the other topics.
When we have a closer look at the topics descriptions in

Table II, we can see that the topic 8 is very well defined as
it is obvious that there is a coherence between the words that

1These paintings are available under Creative Commons License



(a) Target Painting (b) Most similar Painting

(c) Topic distribution of target painting (d) Topic distribution of the most similar painting

Fig.7. Target painting (Top left), its most similar painting (Top right), Topic distribution of the target (bottom left) and its most similar painting (bottom right).

. Fig. 8. Example of prominent concepts shared among recommendations
(i.e Explanation)

are used. In fact, topic 8 can be described as the “christian”
topic since many of the words in this topic are usually
found in christian corpora. When we look at the paintings,
it is obvious that there are many references to Christianity
and therefore, we can assume that their descriptions contain
vocabulary that refers to a religious context. On the other hand,
when we look at the descriptions of topics 0 and 5, what
is interesting is that the words found in these topics do not
seem to share the same semantic at first sight. However, the
underlying intuition behind LDA is that words are in the same
topics because they are frequently found together and therefore,
they are used in a same context. Thus, words ”Paris” and
”flower” found in the topic 5 that do not seem to have any
obvious relation are nonetheless in the same topic because
many paintings descriptions in our data set describe Paris and
flowers together. LDA is able to find relations between words
and at a broader extent, paintings that are not always obvious to
us but explainable. Therefore for the task of recommendation
using LDA we can easily identify prominent topics and reason
out shared semantics among recommendations in order to help
users better understand recommendations. In our experiment
we offered explanations to users as a word cloud of prominent
concepts shared among the recommendations matching their
personal preferences. Fig. 8 an example of interest word cloud.

Topic 0 Topic 5 Topic 8
LANDSCAPE PARIS CHRIST
SCENE LIGHT SAINT
VIEW FORM ALTARPIECE
17th C LANDSCAPE COLOUR PANEL
PEASANT SKETCH JESUS
DUTCH STUDIO NEW TESTAMENT
LANDSCAPE OIL FLOWER EVANGELIST
TREE COMPOSITION CROSS
TOWN STUDY CHURCH
RIVER 19th CENTURY LANDSCAPE CRUCIFICATION

TABLE II. DESCRIPTION OF THREE TOPICS

D. Recommendation Quality

In order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm on
a recommendation task we performed a controlled experi-
ment with 15 real users. Each user provided a rating for
80 paintings from the dataset to be used for profiling. As
a baseline recommender we used visual features extracted
using Residual Networks (ResNet-50) [24]. ResNet-50 is a
50-layer deep convolutional neural network trained on more
than a million images from the ImageNet database [25]. Thus,
it has learned rich feature representations for a wide range
of images. We used the pre-trained ResNet-50 to extract
latent visual features from our painting dataset. The extracted
features are then used to identify similar paintings to user
preferred ones through similar scoring mechanism used for
LDA. The User-Centric evaluation was done through a ques-
tionnaire where participants had to express their opinion in a
Five point Likert scale to four of the following statements.
“The recommendations match my personal preferences and
interests” (Predictive accuracy); “The recommender helped
me discover paintings I did not know before” (Novelty);
“The recommender helped me discover surprisingly interesting
paintings I might not known otherwise.” (Serendipity); “The
recommended paintings are diverse” (Diversity). Additionally
users were asked if explanations offered by LDA helped
them to better understand recommendations. Interestingly all



. Fig. 9. Comparison of LDA Vs ResNet-50 interms of Accuracy, Novelity,
Serendipity and Diversity

participants responded “Yes”, this shows that explainable
recommendations have a positive impact on user experience.
Figure 9 summarizes the average values of user ratings for the
two recommendation pipelines. As reported on the figure, LDA
achieved significantly higher diversity values (4/5) comapred
to ResNet-50 (2.3/5). This is due to the fact that the notion of
similarity in LDA is directly related to semantically dominant
concepts shared among paintings. i.e. LDA also uncovers
relationship between paintings that do not necessarily have
a resembling visual features. Hence, LDA captures semantic
similarities that can not be discovered through latent visual
features. This can also justify the higher values of serendipity
and Novelty since LDA based recommendation can contain
visually diverse but semantically related paintings. In terms
of matching user preferences, LDA also performs significantly
better (4.1/5) than ResNet-50 (3.1/5).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work we proposed a personalised Visual Art rec-
ommendation strategy based on learning latent semantic rep-
resentations. In particular we trained an LDA based algorithm
which leverages textual descriptions of paintings to uncover
latent semantic relationships among paintings. Our Algorithm
compares favourably with state of the art VA recommendation
method based on visual features extracted using Deep Neural
Networks. The latent features extracted with LDA can directly
be interpreted by humans. Thus, it enables a personaliser to of-
fer explainable recommendation which is proved to be helpful
for users to better understand recommendations. Globally it is
evident from the controlled experiment that, LDA outperforms
the baseline in all the evaluation matrices. As a future work,
further validation with larger set of user groups and also a
hybrid approach combining visual features could be a relevant
extension.
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